Samoan Material Culture Rangi Hiroa P.h
ritual efficacy in the making - journalsgepub - 102 journal of material culture 20(2) he used the samoan
case to support his epidemiological thesis of a causal link between the intensity of the forms of tattoos (i.e. the
quantity and position of these on the body) oceania ranci hieoa 75. 724 lvi figs.) - of the historical
relationships of samoan material culture. this is, i believe, the most convincing statement of the errors
involved in comparing museum material or the mere record of the existence of an object, use unknown, which
has yet been presented. not ... monuments and people - a report of the ... - samoan studies - the state
of the pulemelei site, savai'i, samoa helene martinsson-wallin 1, ... transformations can neglect the social
meanings embodied by material culture. a second limitation to the use-life approach, which is connected to a
focus on portable material culture, is that use-life models end when artefacts leave a prehistoric cultural syst
em and enter the archaeological context. the 'death' of ... s invasions aspects of samoan women - samoan
population, creating social situations that were difficult to control. the third area analyses samoan women’s
engagement with wartime popular culture and how the consumption of introduced material culture galvanised
their autonomy and embodied inter-cultural dialogues: the biography of a ... - 120 the biography of a
samoan necklace in cologne is a necklace, known as wasekaseka in fijian or ‘ula lei in samoan, made from the
ivory of pacific sperm whale (physeter macrocephalus). the complexity of an archaeological site in
samoa - the complexity of an archaeological site in samoa 103 terra australis 35 cause samoans to think of
their culture as ancient instead of something lived today. de-coding the archaeological landscape of
samoa ... - polynesian association are characterized by a different set of material culture traits than the much
older time periods of 2000 or more years ago, including a change from pile-raised housing to ground-level
housing and a curious loss of pottery. inspiration in the detail: documenting upeti fala and ... - amongst
collections of samoan material culture, design tablets called upeti fala remain largely undocumented. upeti
fala are made from layers of pandanus (pandanus sp.) leaf strips to which raised elements of pandanus leaf,
coconut (cocos nucifera) fibre cordage (sennit), and coconut leaf riblets are sewn. like their later wooden
counterparts called upeti, they were once commonly used as ... copra world: coconuts, plantations and
cooperatives in ... - 13 peter h. buck (te rangi hiroa), samoan material culture (honolulu, hi: the bishop
museum, 1930), 546. 14 biermann to caprivi, 30 april 1894, barch r 1001/2539. bibliography - bookshelf
collection - dyson. m. 1875. my story of samoan methodism; or, a brief history of the wesleyan methodist
church in samoa. melbourne, ferguson and moore. edwards, e. 1915. review of pacific collections 2.2
introduction to pacific ... - networks of materials, objects and ideas led to stylistic similarities in material
culture that can be confusing if one is unfamiliar with the artefacts. there are, however, some examples of key
book and media reviews 255 - scholarspacenoa.hawaii - hiroa (sir peter buck) on samoan material
culture; photographs and objects found in the museum of new zealand (with a few exceptions); and new
research on the practitioners of samoan contemporary arts. mallon’s reason for writing this book is based on
the dearth of available information about samoan art, much of it being unpublished or in scholarly journals. the
book is divided into ... e mamae le tavaʻe i lona fulu : a study of the impact of ... - continuing debate
between the church and the culture in samoa, a body of literature which, although currently disappointingly
small, is quite significant. a primary feature of the study is that samoan people are central and essential in
challenges to cultural heritage interpretation and ... - material for exhibitions is often donated by
individuals or by institutions such as embassies or high commissions, individual scholars and professionals,
and artists or craftspeople. the museum of samoa, henceforth museum, is one of many museums in samoa,
but it is the only government-run museum dedicated to samoan and pacific culture, both intangible and
tangible cultural heritage, and to ... samoan death rituals in a new zealand context. - the inadequacy of
published material relating to samoan death and mourning culture reflects the time lapse due to resources
available to draw from. despite this, many of the concepts discussed remain vital to many samoan end-of-life
rituals, especially in diasporic locations. in an attempt to reconnect traditional bereavement culture with the
more recent ones, i engage an auto-ethnographic ... reconsidering lapita ancestry: evidence of material
change - samoan archipelago i study the chronology of site use and tool production at vainu’u, ’aoa, aganoa
and matautia on tutuila island and offer recalibrated radiocarbon dates from to’aga on ofu island. the findings
from these multi-component sites show that differences in traditions of stone tool production and raw material
provisioning accompany the noted cessation of pottery production ca ... annotated bibliography botany.hawaii - gray's material on legendary and western samoan history is flawed, but his treatment of
events in american samoa is careful, apparently authoritative, and accessibly written. traditional samoan
expressions about fishing and weather w ... - traditional samoan expressions about fishing and weather
and their similarities to other pacific islands the samoa archipelago is similar to the many islands of samoa.
peace corps, washington, d.c. - eric - interest in the samoan culture and language. western samoa is
thought of, by many experts, as a developing nation ranking among the poorer countries of the world.
working with the samoan community - metro south health - in samoan culture, the individual can only
be described as having meaning in relation to others, not as in individual. religion and spirituality are central to
health beliefs supporting youth a case study of the samoan experience ... - the average age of samoan
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youth was 20.9 years (statistics new zealand, 2006). as as pasifika people are predominantly a youthful
culture, they need to be provided with reinventing tradition - anu - monumental study of samoan material
culture, followed by derek freeman in the early 1940s. freeman (1944) introduced the methodologies of
archaeology into his work, which involved excavations, collecting artefacts and measuring various prehistoric
sites. 39, 1937 [n. by - core - work on samoan material culture. te rangi hiroa's study is already a classic,
and mead'sreports have adequately covered one island of eastern samoa. but there remain other islands of
the samoan group. in order to study pattern and patternvariation in one of the largest and most interest ing
groups of western polynesia, there is vitalneedfor studies atleastfrom dpolu and sayan. what one ... the
imaging of samoa in illustrated magazines and serial ... - native village, a dance group; a samoan
taupou – were a response to the photographers, and editors/readers interest in “natives” generally - housing,
material culture, partly clothed bodies, ritual, dance, decorative arts and the alleged the american samoa
community college (ascc) p.o box 2609 ... - preservation of both samoan material culture and
performance traditions. the arts council and the historic preservation office have worked closely together on
such projects as tours of historical buildings and the presentation of historic photographs. the arts council also
serves special communities, such as the outlying islands through an underserved areas grant, and the schools
through its ... paradise lost? social change and fa'afafine in samoa - experience of samoan culture.
research such as mine seemed to simply add research such as mine seemed to simply add to what they see as
an ‘unhealthy’ preoccupation with what is, after all, a rela- auē le oti: samoan death rituals in a new
zealand context. - material relating to samoan death and mourning culture reflects the time lapse due to
resources available to draw from. despite this, many of the concepts discussed remain vital to many samoan
end-of-life rituals, especially in diasporic locations. in an attempt to reconnect traditional bereavement culture
with the more recent ones, i engage an auto-ethnographic method to interweave into the ... atoll research
bulletin - sprep - koch's material cultures of tuvalu (1983) and kiribati (1986); hedley's (1896, 1897)
ethnology and vegetation of funafuti, tuvalu; te rangi hiroa (peter buck)'s samoan material culture
instrumental neutron activation analysis (inaa ... - material-centered analysis is the proper initial method
for determining source variation, and definitive characterization of source variation is a necessity for
successful artifact- centered analysis. kie hingoa 'named mats', 'ie tÖga 'fine mats' and other ... - a
tendency among many social anthropologists to treat all 'material culture' as the 'mere trappings' of life, with
little to contribute to understanding the important issues of social interaction and structure. samo 101
introduction to samoan 20 10 - the study of the samoan language can give an insight into samoan thought
and culture, and the material read during the course sheds light on samoan society. the main focus of this
animal designs on samoan siapo and other thoughts on ... - 198 animal designs on samoan the art of
siapo ‘samoan barkcloth’ important cultural forms of samoa are oratory, poetry with its attendant music and
dance, houses with lalava sennit designs, ritual sites with raised accountability in the accounting
profession in samoa ... - what impact does the samoan culture have on the accounting profession? how
does western accountability coexist with samoa‟s collective society? samoa is one of many small and
developing nations in the south pacific. wi samoan 452 - university of hawai'i at mānoa - 1 wi samoan
452 samoan 452 will provide students with a theoretical linguistic framework through which to analyze the
samoan language. special emphasis will be placed on the unique features in search of meaning, nuance
and metaphor in social policy - every samoan who lives his culture speaks to the dead. the dialogue
between the living and the dialogue between the living and the dead is the essence of a samoan spiritual
being. pacific journals, such as the , and articles and ... - extensive information on samoan material
culture based on research conducted in the late 1920s. samoa: a hundred years and long before by george
turner (1884) this volume can be found at google books and can be downloaded for free. ... chapter 9
domestic violence and polynesian families ... - these materials primarily relate to samoan culture, as
does the work reported here, which reﬂ ects the predominance of samoans in the new zealand paciﬁ c islands
community. culture, nation, society - connecting repositories - samoan culture, on the existence of a
national state, western samoa, and last, on the social system which brings all people together into a single
hierarchical system of belonging, the ‘ matai system’. no person or corporation may publish or
reproduce in any ... - buck, samoan material culture, bishop museum bulletin 75 (1930), 54¥t~ 2. u. s. naval
census. 3. u. s. naval census. a pointed stick, is still used as of old, and this in con junction with the bush knife
forms practically all the agri-4 cultural tools in general use. the samoan village life is headed up by a group of
matal, or chiefs, each one the head of his family group. he is chosen by ... what are cultural values? stanford university - what are cultural values? sarah jain says... according to professor sarah jain of the
cultural and social anthropology... “culture is the complex and elaborate system of an indigenous approach
to teacher preparation for american ... - duty to preserve the unique heritage of samoan language and
culture. material prosperity is largely a result of samoan participation in the united states cash economy and
the life-style changes that many american samoans have embraced—changes that include western attitudes
toward work, leisure time, and vacation. the importance of this an indigenous approach to teacher preparation
for ... previous page | contents | park planning page - introduction of the white man’s building material to
preserve the native scene in to’aga village. the new samoan village of to’aga may represent a village of
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approximately 10 households, and would contain from 30 to 50 structures. to’aga village ‘residents’ and
guests hospitality is a key feature of samoan culture, and samoans are a happy people who love to share their
life and ... cultural values and education in western samoa: tensions ... - ditional samoan culture was
blamed for the failure of the schools to advance to the fourth and highest stage of meaning. but beeby himself
was conscious of the flaws in his model, conceding that "it was a little dis- concerting to find myself, without
any sense of incon-sistency, much less of shame, encouraging in western samoa the development of
educational practices i had spent half a ... samoa’s culture, tourism and development - according to
samoan culture. additionally, this target group has been chosen because additionally, this target group has
been chosen because these workers have a high degree of exposure to tourists. a brief history of tattoos training - american culture. then, in 1961 there was an outbreak of hepatitis and tattooing was then, in 1961
there was an outbreak of hepatitis and tattooing was sent reeling on its heels.
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